
                          PRICE LIST   
The specijal hospital for the thyroid gland disorders and metabolism disorders -

Zlatibor 
 

children 
up to 12   

years 

SECTION A   

per night half board 

Separate bed 18 22 

Extra bed 17 21 

Common bed 15 19 
   

NOTE: 

- Above mentioned prices in the chart are daily per person 

- The guest chooses the nutriment, it can be: 

 1/ half board accommodation – 2 meals-breakfast from an open buffet 

                            2/ overnight staywith breakfast ( b & b ) – 1 meal – breakfest from an open bufet 

- The guest chooses the period of using the services ( the date of arrival and departure ) in accordance of available capacity in hotel 

at the moment. During the  first  day of arrival , the guest is entering the room after 12.00 , and on the last day of staying, the guest 

has to leave the room before 10.00 .Our guests are obliged to have the certificate for the voyage and personal documents (ID or 

passport for adults ) and health card insurance or passport for the children. 

- Suite AB is for the staying from 3.The fourth and fifth person pay the half  price of the room B.If the suite AB uses only one person , 

the price increases for 100 % and if 2 people are using it , the  price increases for 25 %. 

- The staying is free for the children up to 7 years old and they use the sane bed with the adults 

- The staying is free for the children up to 2 years old 

- A Hospital Day is 5,5 euro more on the price of half board or B& B price 

- The daily staying is from 08 until 18.00 and costs 13 euro 

- The groups have the special offers ( 25 persons and more ) 

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE: 

- Daily accommodation tax of 1,1 euro per night and insurance of 0,1 euro are extra charged 

- For the children from 7 to 15 years age  the daily accommodation tax is 0,6 euro and insurance of 0,1 euroare extra charged. 

- For the children up to 7 years old insuriance of 0,1 euro per night is extra charged. 

- The guests transportation to our hotel is not included 

THE JOURNEY PAYMENT: 

- Payment at the reception at the middle exchange rate of the NBS on  the payment day 

- Price list is for the guidance 

- The payment , also, is possible with the cards : visa, visa electron, maestro, master and dinacard. 

ROOM TYPE SECTION A   

per night half board 

1 / 1 F 44.5 48 
1 / 1 44,5 48 
1 / 2  36 40 

APARTMENT AB         36             40 

   
   

 

 

children 
up to 12   

years 

SECTION A   

per night half board 

Separate bed 14 18 

Extra bed 13 17 

Common bed 12 16 

 
 
 

 


